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Lloyd's is done in the united states, the Lloyd's
disaster will have significant impact in this country.
No matter how this drama plays itself out, it is
clear that Lloyd/s will no longer have the glitter and
glory that it experienced as the pillar of the world's
marine insur~nce market over the last three hundred
years.
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THE TITLE'S THE REASON
November 15, 1993

Charles O. Carothers, M.D.

I just may invade your privacy if you leave me
alone awhile between cocktails and dinner in any of
your rooms where there are book shelves.
I have an
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interest in these volumes, which I suspect I may share
with a number of you here tonight, an interest in
knowing what you have read and what you are reading.
I
am very liable to mentally start cataloging the titles
in your study and I will probably take down an odd
volume from time to time, check the flyleaf, and leaf
through to see what can be learned about its reading.
I look for such giveaways as uncut free borders of
pages, underlined or highlighted items in the text, and
notes in the margins. This interest of mine does not
stem from any special literacy, as you well know, but
rather from a desire, on my part, to expand limited
knowledge and see what's beyond.
It also gives me a
chance to know you and your family a bit better;
perhaps it will lead to a more interesting and
broadening conversation sometime.
This habit of mine follows me into more public
surroundings. When I find time on my hands in the
public rooms of inns and vacation hotels I play a game
in which I try to imagine what persons and what
circumstances led certain volumes to the book shelves
that I am perusing. An interesting title or author
will cause me to take a volume down and after checking
for signs of origin and ownership, I will give the
volume a quick leafing to see what I've netted.
On a recent trip to a charming inn in the
mountains of North Carolina, where I had taken my
family for celebration of my 70th birthday, a "literary
experience" of this type occurred just after high tea
when I found myself finally alone and without the
pressures of children and grandchildren in the library
of the former Moltz mansion on Lake Toxaway. Vestiges
of the former ownership of this public inn remained in
the library, for the book shelves surrounded two large
photographs of the former owners, each on the back of
his own private elephant in early 20th century India.
The Inn's historical brochure identified Mrs. LUcy
Moltz as an heiress from Savanah, but her consort was
simply captioned "Mr. Carl Moltz".
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For interest's sake, a few sundries were scattered
throughout the bookshelves including an antique fishing
creel and in another spot a dusty, disused fly reel.
There were also occasional small photographs of the
mansion in its heyday with pictures of a nearby grand
vacation hotel where prior to World War I such
importants as John D. Rockefeller and Henry Ford
enjoyed "reliable" company and rocked away the hours on
the serene little mountain lake.
In the year 1915, the
lake apparently wanted to get in the act along with
everything else at the time of the Great War and
ruptured its dam, emptying itself into the surrounding
country side. High, dry, and unused the hotel
disintegrated and was torn down so that all that
remains, attesting to its former glories, are small
photographs scattered through the Moltz mansion book
shelves.
You probably already know what I found on the
shelves in this library -- seemingly every volume of
the Readers Digest Condensed Book series, together with
what seemed to be the castoffs of generations of
subscribers to the Book of the Month ClUb, including
such old titles as "Hurry Sundown" and "Star Gazer".
There were also some local contributions, one titled
"The Timber Tycoons -- the history of the Camp family
of Virginia and Florida and their empire 1887 to 1987".
Nestled between a Latin text book and a biography of
"Mere Maria of the Ursulines", was a small volume with
the suggestively interesting title "Adventures in
Jade".
Unfortunately this proved to be exactly what it
said, a catalog of the characteristics and whereabouts
of US gem jade and not a far Eastern escapade laid in
the inscrutable Empire of China. Replacing this
volume, I continued my visual stroll past Moore's
collected poetic works, an 1895 volume entitled "Under
the Flag of the orient", past a "History of Pendennis"
by William Makepeace Thackery (a volume published by
Thomas Y. Krall of New York and Boston, November 26,
1850) until my eye lit on a small red volume titled
"The Stone of Chastity" by one Margery Sharp. This
title was a bit more titillating than the ten volume
set of "A Book of Popular Science", or the previously
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mentioned "History o f the Timber Tycoons", so I took it
down and turned t o th e flyleak for signs of ownership.
There were no hint s, but a quick turn of the title page
revealed that it had had two printings in 1945, a
prophetic sign indeed . A quick read here and there
through the book, reveal e d a writer with considerable
command of the wr i t te wo r d presenting in narrative
form the 20th century att e mpt of one fictitious
Professor Issac Pounce to e valuate an old Norse legend,
perpetuated in sta nzas of ballads, which claimed
supernatural power for a ro ck. Our Professor Pounce,
in this spoof by Margery Sharp, was the clever
caricature of a n acco p ished English academic whose
superior educat iona a d ec onomic background allowed
him to bull his way hro gh the customs of rural East
Anglian society wh O e °gnor ing and violating all local
sensibilities.
Finding a jo r a dated 1803 in an East Anglican
country house whi e i s hos ts played bridge, so the
tale goes, the Professor learned the legend of the
stone of Chastity w °ch dir ected his attention to the
village of Gille nha.
he account described the
inability of one Miss B odger to keep her footing while
stepping across s tones On Bowen's Brook. Losing her
footing on the Stone of Cha stity, the Miss tumbled, red
dress, white stock o gs, bla ck shoes, green garters and
all, into the muddy ~ater s. The account goes on to say
that this rnisfort e a s later followed by the birth of
a strapping son -- so
ch for the chastity of one Miss
Blodger.
Our Professor ' s insensitivity to the social
reticence of East Angli a, where both sexes are
addressed by the word "bor", a desexualizing
salutation, to sa y t he l east accounts for his amazement
at the indignity which a questionnaire about chastity
arouses in the populou s . "AlllI the questionnaire
wanted to know was t h e whereabouts of the legendary
stone and whose Grea t Grandma was named Blodger, or
Blodgett -- or some thing l i ke that. To pursue his
project Pro f essor Pounce brought an improbably
cosmopolitan menage from London to IIOld Manor", a
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locally well-known abode only questionably wort~y Of
its name located a half mile by tangled lanes rom th e
village.' It was as close as Gillen~a~ ca~e however to
a great house, for the light of CiVlllzatlon a~ well ~s
the railroad had failed to get as far as the village ln
spite of a small evanescent prosperity based upon the
wool trade.
The household included Nicholas the Professor's
ineffectual but educated nephew watched over by a
doting mother. The young man was literally thrust
against a tall, broad shouldered, jet breasted, thin
flanked, and long thighed Minoean figure, Carmen Smith
whose exact duties on the expedition were initially
clouded. That Nicholas struggled through an initial
infatuation for Carmen, before his questionnaire
distributing duties introduced him to less obvious and
profane maidens in the community, was not unexpected.
As they worked together under the Professor's roof
their verbal contact is more interesting than the
physical.
Carmen's description to Nicholas of the
process of falling in love was well put:
"It's like going into a park, before you go in you
are just looking through the railings -- that's
when you've just met someone, or they have kissed
you, and it is up to you to make the first move -and then you go in and the gate shuts behind you
and there you are, a bit scared, but with all the
exciting park to explore .... ". A man in a bar in
London told Carmen this, but she pointed out to
Nicholas that the ones who asked her for the
origin of this philosophy "mostly want to go on
talking .... I get sick of talk myself".
In addition to the Old Manor two other structures
vied for importance in the communal life of the
village. The first of these structures was the
"Grapes" a public house where the male "bars" hung out.
The other half of the population held sway at the
Village Hall where subterranean warfare was waged
between Mrs. Crowner, the vicar's wife, and Mrs. Pye
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whose husband farmed two thousand,acres at va~der's,
mak i ng her most important, economlcally speaklng.
The Professor's household visited th~ "Grapes'.'
individually from time to time to drink wlth and llsten
to the locals in hopes of finding ~races of th~ Blodger
or Blodgett lineage and to ascertaln the locatlon of
the stone. Through this surveillance, eventually, the
Professor located the stone in the floor of one Ada
Thirkettle's scullery. Meanwhile Nicholas progressed
from the profane love of Carmen to a purer form of love
in the form of one Mildred Hyatt of 17 Fraser Mansion,
Bloomsberry, who was temporarily occupying the Rose
cottage in Gillenham, seeking peace and quiet in order
to write children's verses for the BBC.
I should point
out that the emancipated Mildred assumed an
uncompromised virginity during this foray into East
Ang li a attested later by her successful crossing of
Bowen's Brook on the back of the stone of Chastity.
Wh il e Nicholas was forming this liaison, his
former amour, Carmen Smith, while keeping an ear to the
conversations in the Grapes, formed a "satisfactory"
l i aison with Mr. pye economically speaking the most
esteemed regular.
This did not raise jealousy in the
breast of young Nicholas, because he had "moved on" by
this time; however, he noted that the contact between
Carmen and Mr. pye "while immobile, was full of latent
force".
Nicholas felt the "whole social structure of
the village quiver as before an earthquake". He agreed
wi th Mrs. Jim, the publican's wife, that his former
infatuation seemed "a bit like stealing jam, ain't it?
You feel a bit sickish afterwards, especially when
there are so many others who have had their fingers in
the same pot".
Having located the where abouts of the stone, the
Professor succeeded in making a deal with Ada
Thirkettle for its removal from her scullery for the
sum of ten shi llings. He gratuitously got assurance
from Ada th at her Granny had said that the stone had
been in Bowen's Brook since Doomsday a testimonial
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which reinforced his selection of the brook as the
proper location for the test of village chastity.
spurred by the onslau~ht of a L~ndon in~ellectual
trying to test their chast~ty, the v~car's ~~fe a~d
Mrs. pye buried the hatchet and the two ladles un~ted
in opposition to a test by the stone. Meanwhile Mrs.
Jim the publican's wife felt called upon to uphold the
reputation of the stone, and joining Ada Thirkettle
attested to the veracity of the old Norse legend.
Eventually a march by all of the ladies of the village
to Old Manor was made to confront the Professor and
stop the heathen show. The women characterized him as
a dirty old man who "don't know nothing about chastity
because he's from London". These ladies failed to
appreciate the Professor's manipulative skills in
public assembly however, and were ultimately charmed by
his references to their busy lives as housekeepers,
mothers, and worthy community members.
The implication
was that they certainly had the moral and physical
courage to face a challenge to woman's dearest
treasure.
certainly they didn't want to abstain and by
implication accept second place in this trial. All
climbed aboard for the test.
It didn't hurt that the
Professor pointed out that it was only fitting that
they should be attired in their Sunday best while
demonstrating their sure footedness across the stones
of Bowen's Brook.
What was to have been a routine objective test of
the old Norse legend in the East Anglian stream turned
into a carnival surge of willing subjects led by Mrs.
J i m, the publican's wife, who tripped across the stones
in gaudy dress including feather boa and "the highest
heels ever seen in Gillenham".
Subject after subject
crossed without a hitch in spite of whispered slurs on
the part of watchers often suggesting that a specific
lady's past would force her into the muddy waters of
the brook.
The first crossing failure was the least expected.
Mrs. Pounce, Nicholas' mother, who has always been
terrified of running water, looked down, half turned
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and lost her balance. This caused her single minded
brother-in-law, the Professor, to put a zero opposite
her name.
It was no consolation that she was joined
later by one other, one can't use the word
"unfortunate" in the case of Carmen Smith, for she was
the Professor's "plant". Brazen as brass, she strolled
across the creek, slipped with a great splash and
turned her face towards the men on the bridge above
with a look that silenced one and all. The wily
Professor, of course, had included Carmen in his menage
so that there would be that control necessary in all
properly conducted scientific tests.
Carmen, a
professional model, summed it up for Nicholas later by
saying "don't you worry I'm paid".
Nicholas, a bit flustered to find his mother
grouped with Carmen, was mightily confused by his
mother's explanation that her failure wasn't an
accident at all. Apparently Nicholas' father has
formed a union, from which he had never been divorced,
with a beautiful Manchester barmaid. This rendered
Mrs. Pounce's issue illegal meanwhile compromising her
chastity. This secret even more than her fear of
swirling waters caused Mrs. Pounce to slip when she put
her foot on the Stone of Chastity.
Their business in Gillenham finished, the
Professor advised his household to pack up for the trip
back to London. A universal female merriment gripped
the village of Gillenham where all the locals,
according to Professor Pounce's tally, had passed the
test of chastity with flying colors. Wives were said
to move complacently and maidens wore an irritating air
of untouchableness. The virtue of the village women
was an established "fact".
An outgrowth of this remarkable event was a spate
of banns, more than had ever been posted at one time
before. The village had received "a clean bill of
health". At the Grapes, Mrs. Jim wheedled a compliment
from the publican, who admitted that surprisingly he
was proud of her performance, not to mention her
flamboyant dress. Jim however didn't share his wife's
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privately held concerns about chastity -- "start
thinking about the thing and like,as not y~u'll end
thinking of something else" was,hl.s su~atl.on. ,At
Vanders' farm, the pyes ate thel.r,evenl.ng meal l.n
silence, Mrs. pye privately seeth1ng because of her
husband's liaison with Carmen smith.
She could not
bring herself to wish a temporal chastisement of Mr.
pye for this would only jeopardize the worldly estate
which they shared.
She secretly hoped that his
comeuppance would occur sometime in the hereafter. As
for Mr. Pye, he had the practical philosophy of an East
Anglian farmer to fall back oni it was too bad that
Carmen was leaving, but both had to be on their way -each had money to make, Carmen in the demimornde of
London, Mr. pye on the two thousand acres of Vander's
farm.
A quick turn of the pages of the little red volume
Stone of Chastity recalls for the reader how quickly
expositions of her philosophy are woven into her text
without any hint of pedantry.
In manners of the heart
sharp clearly shows the aging Professor Pounce
triumphing over his young nephew Nicholas not only in
their pursuit of the profane Carmen Smith, but with
respect to the affections of Miss Brigette Crowner, the
v i car's charming visiting niece. Brigette makes her
choice clear when she tells the insomniant Nicholas to
"try a glass of milk before bed".
Margery Sharp presents a short spoof of politics
showing an aspiring M.P. visiting the Gillenham
d i strict dismayed by the inattention of the local
unisex "bors" to his scholarly presentation on decimal
coinage. As for religion she brushes off the good old
C of E throughout and sums up finally with a comparison
of the publican and the parson stating "they both got
to keep in with everyone". To put the nail in coffin
o f religion, she has the vicar explaining the spate of
banns which occurred after the text of the stone, as a
case of "reendowed chastity" collectively received by
the women of Gillenham.
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While the Professor's tally after the trial at
Bowen's Brook showed failure only by Carmen and his
poor benighted sister-in-law, the tally recorded by Ada
Thirkettle's husband, in the "Appendix" showed all of
the ladies of the town passing the test with flying
colors, their chastity "reendowed", save only his poor
daughter Sarah. Margery Sharp has grasped that whisp
of human frailty, which excuses the imperfections of
others more easily than those of one's own -apparently chastity is in the eye of the beholder!
Also in the "Appendix" appended to The Stone of
Chastity were several additional interesting tidbits
recorded by the Professor including a dissertation on
the use of virginity in catching unicorns. Apparently
the strong unicorn cannot be captured by hunters until
he lays his head in the lap of a virgin to sleep
deeply. He then is captured as though defenseless.
Modern analogies to the stone of Chastity also
mentioned include a description of the Chesterfield
steeple, permanently crooked since the day it stooped
to behold the entrance of a virgin bride and the
observation that the lions outside the public library
in New York City are said to roar whenever a virgin
passes by, although according to Professor Pounce they
thus far had only been noted to yawn.
On my return to Cincinnati a trip to the public
library reinforced my immediate reaction to the little
red book in the study of the Greystone Inn. Not only
were eight or ten novels by Margery Sharp still on the
shelves in the fiction department some forty to fifty
years after their publication, but the catalog revealed
that the stacks had another score available on demand.
Investigation revealed a remarkable range of subject
matter handled entertainingly. These light novels all
shared shrewd analytical comment on characters from all
walks of contemporary British society ranging from the
contrasting psychologies of London prigs and their
consorts, loose but hon est ladies, as presented in "The
Nutmeg Tree" to a series of handsomely illustrated
children's books, each bearing in its title the name
Miss Bianca, an aristocratic white mouse who was
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P 'soners' Aid society.
These
president of th~ Mouse rl of winnie the Pooh and Peter
mice have the tlmelessness
d for
Rabbit with the same appeal to the adu~ts who ,rea
their children. The reader m~st,ask hlmself,lf,the
lengthy and sympathetic descrlptlon of the fictional
Mildred Hyatt's work on children's musical verses in
the stone of Chastity does not stem from a
justification for Margery Sharp's own Miss Bianca
series.
Isn't it just possible that the emancipated
Mildred, who can't wait to get back to her "Symphonie
Moderne", is kin to Margery Sharp herself.
The sympathy that Margery Sharp has for another
character, Julia Packett in the Nutmeg Tree, is
demonstrated by the few lines of poetry from which the
title stemmed
"I had a little nut tree
and nothing would it bear, but a silver nutmeg
and a golden pear."
Clearly Julia is the golden pear and this zany tale
published in 1937 was just the release needed after
almost a decade of the Great Depression.
It was light
weight, but crafted and refined so that it was as
digestible and inviting as sugar.
It counted two
million American readers as a result of serialization
in the Saturday Evening Post and brought Sharp instant
success. This dry, farcical story line contained
characters most always self deluded and somewhat
absurd, but their bumblings revealed, even across the
water, a surprising insight into the background of
current British society.
Sharp commented that Julia
was warm hearted and completely amoral.
She wasn't
bad, but she was merely bad when she was placed in a
completely conventional society where Julia broke up
all patterns.
Julia Packett is initially presented as a charming
woman suffering the economic reverses of a misspent
youth.
Preparing to visit her middle class British inlaws, who have taken her daughter Susan to the South of
France for a holiday, Julia decides that the Foresyte
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Saga will g ive her a conventi~nal sp~ingboard for .
conversation with t h e unfamillar faml1y. Not far lnto
"A Man of Pr operty", her musings soon give her away
with the obs ervation "to have all that SA and never get
any fun out of it".
I n comparing h~rself to su~an, w~o
has been ra ised by th e respectable In-laws, Julla can t
help coming to the conclusion that she's "all flesh,"
that people sho dn' t mix however nearly they are
related.
She says lith e tie of the spirit is closer
than the t ie of 1: e fl esh.1I But as Julia comes to know
her convent iona
aughter better, she unlocks a middle
c l ass ethic disc er'ng that her daughter is a prig who
wants the who le
af whi le Julia herself can extract
nourishment fro a crus t or a crumb.
Exposure to this
capability ca uses S san to wonder "why is it all so
d i fferent? ... "e ' re her e j ust as we use to be before
she came, a nd ye~ ' ts al l changed." Juxtapposed to the
proper, ster ile
' es of her in-laws and daughter,
Julia privat el y
~ents the fact that she hadn't lived
d i fferently.
5
' ken s her past life as spilt milk,
then points out
al:. lIit was no more use repenting over
spilt milk t ha n cry ' ng over it.
You could mop the milk
up and squee ze ' t back i nto the jug, but it wasn't the
same, it was dirt. " Ju l ia saw herself as carrying a
cup of clear water
rough life lamenting that she
hadn't carri ed ' carefu lly; that instead IIshe had let
anyone drink who w~s ed . Sometimes because of what
they gave her,
os~ y just because they were poor
thirsty devi ls. "
ia eventually walked the boards in
a short runn ing p a fe aturing Gladys George in New
York. The p lay as oved to London in 1941 and
eventually fi l med
d er the title "Julia Misbehaves" in
1948 starring Jack Conway and Greer Garson.
It is n ot surprisi ng that the prolific Margery
Sharp was a contr ' b tor to as wide ranging publications
as the "Encycloped ' a Britanica," "Woman's Home
Companion", "Harper' s Bazaar ll , "The Saturday Evening
Post," "strand" , "Punch", and "Colliers". The IILondon
Times Lite rary S ppl e ment" in 1953 pointed out that her
success was largely b ased on the fact that her writing
showed no trace of h er own labor. She seemed able to
put into words prec i sely what she wished to say.
She
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had the most fundamental of the literary arts that of
the confident and experienced story teller.
Margery Sharp was born in 1905, third daughter of
J.H. Sharp.
She was educated at Streatham High School
and at Bedford College, London University, from which
she graduated in French. She traveled widely to
poland, Ireland, France, and in 1929 she became very
popular as third speaker for the British University's
Women's Debating Team's visit to the united states.
While others put their audience to sleep, Margery Sharp
kept them laughing and her popularity earned her
significant attention; however later when asked to join
the panel of the popular television game "What's My
Line?" she declined. Her reason was that she didn't
want to be recognized every time she went into a Marx
and Spencer.
Her writing continued with great regularity and
included "Britania Mews" published in 1946, also filmed
in 1948 under the direction of Jean Negulesco. This
was one of her most popular novels.
"Cluny Brown" in
1944 was also made into a successful film under the
direction of Ernst Lubitsch, starring Jennifer Jones
and Charles Boyer. Pauline Kael hailed this film as
"lovely, easy going ... full of surprising touches."
The jacket of this book proudly announced that this
zany tale was one of the books selected by the "Council
on Books in Wartime", which believe that "some" books
are "weapons in the war of ideas." At this time
Margery Sharp also wrote for the Armed Forces Education
Program.
The reader of "Cluny Brown" finds the heroine on
page fifteen in a bathroom described "as good as the
films." What Cluny was experiencing subconsciously was
an enlargement of experience.
She sought "not to be
ignored by fate", but groped for continuity, although
the word wasn't in her vocabulary.
She dreamed of
returning another time to repeat country walks which
she felt, with her town-bred imagination, would be more
interesting because of the changes that time would
cause.
Contemporary English middle class ethic placed
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Cluny's famous Polish author husband not quite outside
the vale of common humanity ascribing him to a special
class "like vegetarians." The symbioses which allowed
Mr. Belinski, the famous author, to give his name to
the zany parlormaid/plumber was based however on a very
eclectic view of every day life. According to Mr.
Belinski "we should have no contempt for luxury:
luxury is a fine thing. But it should not be naily_
We pray 'Give us this day our daily bread' -- not our
daily caneton a la presse. Luxury should be the
detente after work, the riot after abstinence. One
should not become use to it." It didn't hurt that
Cluny Brown "looked like someone." She did not have
the sameness of the scores and scores of nicely dressed
debutantes, who all looked alike.
Cluny Brown had a
quality of steadiness.
She was at ease "unswayed by
rival passions, undistracted by bypaths, indifferent to
the world's weather." On summing up her life as she
sets sail with the famous Mr. Belinski for America
Cluny, now sharing his name, summed up her life as
"very interesting ... I asked to be a parlormaid -- but
I wasn't very good at it ... I didn't know my place ...
my husband says that won't matter in America."
Married to a Royal Army Major, Jeffrey L. Castle,
Margery Sharp's repeated dedications to this man, in
all but her Miss Bianca children's series, suggest that
this must have been a satisfying and rewarding
marriage.
Sharp loved living with him in Albany House
off Picadilly where Byron had the famous scene with
lady Caroline Lamb counting among other tenants William
Gladstone. Her recreations of gardening, skating,
sailing, and painting, probably took a fairlyback seat
in her life since the couple "only occasionally casted
an eye toward the country".
Roy Newquist in a series of interviews with living
authors in the work Counter Point included one of
Margery Sharp.
Newquist starts with the following
characterization of her work:
"Her style is impeccable, her taste sublime, her
humanity infinite .... on both sides of the
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com~:~d: :o~~O~~~gw;~f~~~ o~er

Atlantic MS: Sharp
fans, ~ho wlll nev er m~hat is never a step removed
rare glft for f an t asy
, ' t to
from life or the significance of llfe, lS a~
grant immortality to the heroines named Julla,
Martha, and yes, Miss Bianca".
Margery Sharp said she had ~o idea o~ becoming,
anything except a writer or posslbly a palnte~, havlng
had a certain training in painting which remalned a
l i fe long avocation.
Her Miss Bianca series began with
The Rescuers, which was named American Library
Association Notable Book, and which was the basis for a
1967 Walt Disney production. Margery gives Garth
Williams the illustrator, a great deal of credit for
the series' popularity and it should be noted that
translations into many languages were facilitated,
according to the foreign companies who arranged for
this, because the stories were written in such good
English. The black and white illustrations are indeed
handsome and its no wonder that the combination of text
and illustrations, plus the popularity of the volume,
spurred Walt Disney towards this production.
The rescuers, of course, are the mice who belong
to the Prisoners' Aid Society. They have a world wide
system, which places mice in every prison to serve as
prisoners' friends, sharing their dry bread crumbs and
allowing themselves to be taught all manner of foolish
tricks "such as no self respecting mouse would
otherwise contemplate, in order to cheer their lonely
hours." In this fantasy, Miss Bianca an exquisite
white poetess/mouse, is chosen to try to aid a prisoner
in the dungeon of the Black Castle, where no mouse
before had ever been able to penetrate. The crime of
this Norwegian prisoner turns out to be that he is a
poet and perhaps condemned because he writes free
verse. Traveling to Norway in the diplomatic bag of
the Ambassador Miss Bianca manages the long seasick
voyage to the land of the Black Castle and by wagon to
the castle itself.
It is not by chance that Miss
Bianca has been the recipient of the Jean Fromage medal
for Valor in the face of a cat. Gaining entrance to
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the castle by an old watergate Miss Bianca and two of
her cohorts search for passage to the dungeon, only to
be captured by the fierce cat Mamaluke. As he toys
with his quarry she lands in the long hair of his back,
where she plays hide-and-seek until the cat is
exhausted. Miss Bianca shows her true white mouse
colors when she challenges the cat's vanity. The three
mice escape, find their way to the dungeon and to the
poor Norwegian prisoner poet. Guiding him back out of
the dungeon via the watergate, they board a raft for
the long trip from Norway. Miss Bianca describes their
return voyage thusly:
How beautiful the night!
What silver ripples swim behind our wake!
All nature hushed, wind stilled, the waters calm
Tis as we sailed upon an argent lake!
How beautiful the dawn!
Aurora's fingers part the fading mist,
Sweet birds strike up their morning roundelays
Tis as we sailed on seas of Amethyst!
Margery Sharp claimed not to write what was
popular but to write what she wanted to write,
admonishing that one should "write as well as you can".
She stressed the importance of experience before
writing and apparently her jobs and travels contributed
immensely to the background and sources for her
imagination.
Sharp felt that the cardinal quality of a
novel was that it should be interesting and she
certainly lived up to this stricture.
since she liked
gardening she fantasized that the work of a "jobbing
gardener", going from house to house and working for
many families each week would have been delightful.
She would have enjoyed knowing so many households on a
daily intimate basis.
She summed her own life up as
"splendidly exciting". Her goal for the future she
said would be to write a novel as good as Emrn~ or a
lay as good as The Cherry Orchard.
~he cand~dly
~idn't anticipate such miracles nor dld she ever reach
such heights.
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Throughout her life Sharp remained a free spirit.
A check with Jean Rose of the Northampton Reed,
,
International Books Archives gives us substantlatlon
for this statement.
In 1975, at the age of 70, Margery
Sharp turned up at the Royal Academy life class as a
student of the westminster Art School, but she
continued to write until she suffered a stroke in the
mid 1980's. She died at the age of 86 on March 14,
1991. Sharp's decision to write rather than paint, was
an economic one. The correctness of her decision is
attested by publication of six million volumes by the
year 1975. She fully enjoyed the fruits of her labors,
for while she loved her life at the AJbany she also
loved traveling to New York, Paris, Rome, Beunos Aries
and Rhodes.
One must conclude that from the beginnings of a
thoroughly conventional British education emerged a
most skillful and charming author.
Let your
imagination run a little wild when you read the list of
her titles which includes Rhoderndron Pie, The Nymph
and the Nobleman, The Gypsy in the Parlor, The Eye of
Love, and Martha in Paris and you will probably have an
idea of the froth awaiting you.
The title's the reason why Stone of Chastity
piqued the imagination of an orthopedist roving through
book shelves in a public inn. What symptom complex
could be caused by this stone? Searching for the
answer has cost you as many minutes this evening as
perhaps I've spent in the last, almost forty years,
trying to pierce the armor of your titles before our
Monday evening meetings.
In all instances the title's
the reason.
THE END
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